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ISSUE Health 

10 05 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is Kristan Hawkins the President of Students for Life of America. The topic for 
today is the second part in the Pro-Life series titled The Pro-Life Generation.  Hawkins talks about how they 
approach the younger generations when talking about how wrong abortions are. Hawkins also talks about how she 
and the Students for Life organization are planning and trying to educate others on what America would be like 
after Roe v. Wade. Hawkins is continually trying to change the culture to a culture of life by speaking the truth 
about what abortions are and how they are not medically safe. Hawkins give some pro-life key points for those 
who are talking to people who are pro-abortion.  

10 12 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guests for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor are Bobby Williams and Jenny Hunsberger of the Womens Care Center Network 
of Crisis Pregnancy Centers. The topic for today is the third part in the Pro-Life series titled Love Them Both: 
Supporting Families Who Choose Life. Jenny shares a story of a woman that came to a Womens Care Center 
wanting an abortion, but after talking with a counselor and after seeing her baby with the technology of 
ultrasound, she chooses life and want to have her baby. Bobby then shares how Womens Care Centers got started 
and how they have grown to 11 different states over the United States. Jenny talks about how important it is to 
remind the mother of their own dignity and how they help these women overcome obstacles that could stand in 
33the way of them choosing life. 

10 19 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is Grace-Marie Turner, the president of the Galen Institute. The topic for today is 
Healthcare Choices. Grace-Marie talks about the disconnect with patient frustration with our healthcare system, 
but yet the patients trust their doctors. Grace-Marie says that transparency could help with this disconnect and 
frustrations that patients and physicians experience. Grace-Marie gives a brief summary of what Healthcare 
Choices would do for the people and what Congress must do in order to move this proposal forward. 

10 26 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is Dr. John Travaline, a pulmonary critical care specialist and he also specializes in 
sleep. The topic for today is Sleep and Its Many Discontents. Dr. Travaline initial talks about what sleep is and why 
sleep is important. Dr. Travaline talks about the different cycles of sleep. Sleep is restorative and the REM (Rapid 
Eye Movement) cycle is one of the most restorative cycles of sleep. After talking about sleep, then they transition 
into sleep disorders like insomnia. They discuss what insomnia is and the differences between the different types 
of insomnia.

11 02 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is Dr. Eustace Fernandes, a pulmonologist from Fort Wayne, Indiana. The topic for 
today is Vaping. Dr. Fernandes talks about the differences between regular smoking and vaping. He also discusses 
the different components in the cigarettes used for vaping and what harm they could cause. Dr. Fernandes uses his 
expertise as a pulmonologist to discuss the raise in lung problems as the increase of vaping has been occurring. 
They also discuss the addiction problem of nicotine and how peoples brains cause the need for nicotine. 
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11 09 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is Dr. Kevin Majeres, a psychiatrist from Harvard. The topic for today is Anxiety 
and Flow: Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, Exercise and Brain Function. Dr. Majeres clarifies what is meant 
by anxiety being caused by some sort of idol. He says that something that we love is at risk or something that we 
are afraid of losing and this can be the cause for anxiety. Dr. Majeres relates this back to the gift of the Holy Spirit, 
the fear of the Lord. He says that this gift of the Holy Spirit is the gift that leads to wisdom and the interesting thing 
about this gift is that it casts out all fear except the fear of being separated from God. Then, Dr. Majeres talks more 
about Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) and how it works and where it originated from.  

11 16 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guests for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor are Deacon Dr. John Travaline and Sister Dr. Mary Diana Dreger. The topic for 
today is Brain Death: The History and the Controversy. They start by talking about the history of this topic and how 
the understanding of death has changed over the years and that is the cause of the gray area. They say that death 
is black and white in the sense that people are either dead or alive, but there is a gray area in the distinction 
between death and the signs of death. Sister Dr. Dreger talks more about the signs of death and how death itself is 
when the soul is separated from the body. Deacon Dr. Travaline gives an explanation of why this topic is important 
to talk about. Deacon Dr. Travaline works in an ICU and therefore sees many signs of death and knows how brain 
death versus the other signs of death differs from each other. He discusses some more of the history of this idea of 
brain death and the controversy behind it. 

11 23 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is Todd Young, who is a US Senator. The topic for today is Healthcare updates 
from Congress. They start by discussing Medicare and the history of Medicare. Young is interested in healthcare, 
because it is a rising topic of discussion in all of the round table discussions that he has been a part of. Young also 
talks about some of his personal experiences with healthcare and health insurance. Young talks about what VA 
medical care is and how it works. They discuss the different acts that Young has been a part of and what these acts 
mean for people and how it affects everyone. Young talks specifically about the VA Mission Act and how it would 
benefit the veterans. Then, Young discusses the importance of helping veterans with PTSD and mental health 
related issues. 

12 07 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guests for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor are four Catholic women physicians. The topic for today is Women in Medicine: A 
Panel Discussion. Dr. McGovern and Dr. Mullally start the show by talking about a paper that has done research on 
women doctors compared to men doctors. They discuss the results of this paper before talking to the panel of 
women doctors. The panel of doctors talk about their personal experiences in medical school and also their 
experience with being a woman doctor. The discussion was guided by questions asked by Dr. McGovern and Dr. 
Mullally. 

12 14 2019 at 10:00 Doctor Doctor 60 minutes Doctor Doctor brings you engaging often humorous and sometimes 
serious discussions of practical and current medical topics with a focus on the dignity of the human person body 
and soul. A trustworthy source of medical information and advice for Catholics and everyone else. The guest for 
todays episode of Doctor Doctor is a PhD doctor, Dr. Michael Hicks, an economist. The topic for today is Non-Profit 
vs. For-Profit Hospitals: What’s the Difference and Why it Matters. Dr. Stroud starts the show by talking about his 
experience of working as a hospital executive. Dr. McGovern talks about the three different types of hospitals. Dr. 
Stroud and Dr. McGovern discuss the differences between non-profit hospitals and for-profit hospitals. Dr. Hicks 
talks about what his own personal research involves. Dr. Hicks researched how Indiana has a monopoly problem in 
healthcare and they discuss his research and why he researched this topic. Dr. Hicks talks about why this topic is of 
importance in the entire country. 
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